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Lucien Saumur's Home Page 
I am a retired Canadian federal civil servant with an interest in political reforms among other things.
It is my conviction that our `democracies' are much less free and democratic than they ought to be.  In fact, I think that we merely have the illusion of democracy.  It may be difficult for people, who vote regularly to elect their governments, to accept this view.  I hope that I am beginning to make my case in an article `The Electoral Revolution'.  about electoral reform.  However, electoral reform is merely an aspect of a larger problem which is constitutional reform and which I hope to address at a later date.  
P.S.  I have developed a set of computer programs (for Windows) that would serve to manage elections in accordance with the system proposed in the above-mentioned article.  I have also developed a computer program (for Windows) that would demonstrate this system.  I have attempted to load this program and the related files as a ZIP file .  I think that the program and the files must be unzipped into directory: C:\ELECTION\ or at least that file CANDID.TXT must be moved to that directory.  I would appreciate if you would let me know whether or not you have been able to retrieve these files and to use the program.  

      1.  Democracy and Elections
     It is possible to imagine a future world where our "first-past-the-post" electoral system, which allows the election of the candidates with the greatest plurality however small it may be, would be considered less than democratic and would be deemed deserving of international condemnation, as is South Africa's electoral system, in our time.  That it is less than democratic is universally admitted but that it is deserving of international sanctions is not clear for two reasons.  Firstly, how may it be deserving of sanctions when it is no less "democratic" than any other system in the world? Secondly, how may sanctions be imposed when no one is clear as to what may be done to make it more democratic?
     It is easy to recognize that our government is less than democratic when, having accepted that a truly democratic government cannot be elected by less than a majority of the people, we see that 40% of popular vote is often sufficient to grant, to a political party, an overwhelming parliamentary majority.  Worse yet, it is not impossible that a political party be elected to power with a lesser plurality of the popular vote than the plurality of one of its opponents.
     But then, the fact, that governments are elected with a minority of the popular vote, is only part of the story.  The magnitude of this minority may yet be greater than it should be because it is often augmented by "strategic" votes.  (A strategic vote is one which is cast in favour of a lesser preference, who has a greater chance of being elected, and so as to ensure that an even lesser preference does not get elected, as might happen if the voter would support his first preference.) As everyone attempts to second-guess everyone else, by voting dishonestly and casting strategic votes, the election results become ever less reflective of the popular preferences and ever more devoid of meaning.

      * Proportional representation
     A system of proportional representation has often been advocated as the solution to our less-than-democratic electoral system.  It is recommended because, superficially, it appears to be the only "fair" system.  It is deemed to be the only fair system because it makes every vote "count" and it gives, to each political party, the "share of power" which it is deemed to deserve because of its share of the popular support.
     Proportional representation assumes that the people are divided into distinct supporters of a limited number of political parties, that each party should be represented in the assembly in proportion to its popular support and that, once in the assembly, the parties should negotiate and coalesce so as to form majorities which would reflect the majority of the people and which would produce political agreements which would be satisfactory to the majority of the people.
     The proportional representation system increases the importance of political parties much more than does our current electoral system.  It does so by requiring that the people vote for party lists and for political parties rather than for individuals.  The party members then are not elected because they are preferred by the people but because they are preferred by the party elites who give them their precedence on these lists.  The representatives then do not represent the people in government, but they represent the parties to the people.  They do not explain the will of the people to the government, but they explain the platform of the parties to a passive people.
     Proportional representation then assumes that the people vote to support political philosophies rather than to elect representatives.  It assumes that the people will always vote as they have in the past and that they cannot be prepared to change their vote, without changing their personal political philosophies, at the same time.  Proportional representation means that the people will elect approximately the same individuals, at every election, and that the political elite of the country are guaranteed lifetime tenures.
     Proportional representation institutionalizes minority governments which is the occasional outcome of our first-past-the-post electoral system.  We know how such governments are essentially unstable.  As every party and every politician jockeys for position, politics becomes the main preoccupation of the country.  While the people sometimes welcome minority governments, they soon weary of the perpetual state of crisis that it creates.  Minority governments do not find much favour with the people and particularly those people who have had to endure them.  Proportional representation is mostly being advocated by politicians and particularly those of minor parties who have little chance of sharing power without it.

     * The transferable-vote system
     In an attempt to avoid that representatives be elected by minorities, a system of transferable votes has been proposed and is now gaining in popularity.  This system requires that the voters indicate a second preference, and sometimes more than two preferences, so that, in cases where no candidate is the first preference of the majority, the candidates, who obtain the least first preferences, may be eliminated in turn, and so that the second preferences of the supporters of these candidates may be applied to the remaining candidates, until a candidate obtains a majority.
     A variant of this system is often used by the political parties, at their meetings and conventions, to choose candidates and leaders.  This variant does not require that the voters rank the candidates but it allows a series of consecutive ballots, in which the candidate, who obtain the least vote in a ballot is eliminated from the subsequent ballots, until a ballot produces a candidate with a majority of the votes.
     Another variant of the transferable-vote system, which incorporates some aspect of proportional representation, is in use in Ireland.  This variant requires that a riding be represented by a number of individuals (such as four or five) and that any candidate who obtains a given percentage of the votes (25% for four and 20% for five) is deemed elected.  Whenever a candidate obtains more than the required percentage, the excess is transferred to the other candidates, on the basis of the second preferences of his supporters, in the hope of achieving the required percentage for some of these other candidates.  When the required number of candidates cannot be elected in this way, then the candidates who obtain the least first preferences are eliminated in turn and the related second preferences are transferred to the other candidates until the required number of candidates obtains the required percentage of the votes to warrant their election.
     Then, we may ask, is the system of transferable votes more democratic that our current system? Does it truly reveal the candidate who is preferred by the majority of the voters? We propose that, no, it does not necessarily do so for the simple reason that, in the process of eliminating some candidates, it is possible that it is the preferred candidate that will be eliminated.  This is so because the preferred candidate may be, at once, no one's first choice and yet everyone's second choice so that he would be preferred to every other candidate if he were running alone against any other candidate.  The logic of this truth may not be self-evident and it may be worthwhile to demonstrate it with an example.

     * An Example
     Let us assume an election where 100 voters are to elect one of three candidates, A, B and C.  Let us further assume that the first preference of the voters are 45 for A, 40 for B and 15 for C.  While the first-past-the-post electoral system would consider A to be elected because he has a plurality of 45 votes, the system of transferable votes would eliminate C and would consider the second preferences of the C supporters before deciding which of A or B deserves to be considered elected.  Then, if the second preferences are 4 for A and 11 for B, B would be considered elected with 51 votes (40 +11) while A would receive only 49 votes (45 + 4).
     But then, while we know that B is preferred to A, do we really know whether C is not preferred to A and B? If we assume that the second preferences, of the A supporters, were 1 for B and 44 for C, and if the second preferences, of the B supporters, were 1 for A and 39 for C, then C would indeed be preferred to both A and B.  C would be preferred to A by a margin of 54 (39 + 15) to 46 (45 + 1) and to B by a margin of 59 (44 + 15) to 41 (40 +1) and would deserve to be elected rather than eliminated.
     We have seen three electoral systems and these three systems could possibly produce three different results on the basis of the same vote data.  With each of two of these systems we would elect a different candidate while, with the third system, we would not elect any of these candidates because we would not be voting for candidates but for political parties.  Candidate A would be elected by the first-past-the-post electoral system, while candidate B would be elected by the transferable-vote electoral system which would eliminate candidate C.
     It is obvious that every one of the above electoral systems cannot be democratic, unless we accept that any electoral system cannot but be democratic, and that it does not matter who is elected as long as he is elected.  If we do not accept that any electoral system whatsoever must be considered to be democratic and if we demand that a truly democratic electoral system must serve to elect the preferred candidate, then none of these systems is truly democratic because none of them has served to elect candidate C who is preferred to every other candidate by the majority of the voters.  Obviously, we need another electoral system that would recognize that it is C rather than anyone else who ought to be elected.

     2.  The Condorcet Electoral System
     A system that would have served to elect candidate C was proposed, more than two hundred years ago, by the Marquis de Condorcet.  This system requires that the voters rank the candidates somewhat as is done in the transferrable-vote system but the Condorcet system is very different from the transferable-vote system in that it does not allow the elimination of any candidate.  Rather, it considers the election as a series of two-candidate sub-elections, where each candidate is running against every other candidate and where the candidate who wins every sub-election, to which he is a party, is rightly considered the winner.
     There is no doubt that the compilation of the results of such an election is much more complicated than it is under the first-past-the-post system.  It is also possible that this compilation would not have been possible until the advent of modern technology.  It would not have been possible for a number of reasons.  Firstly, it would not have been possible because the process of ranking the candidates, on paper ballots, without errors, would be more than many voters could do and that the process of correcting the errors that the voters would make would cause the spoiling of many, if not most, ballots.
     But then, even if we were to assume that there are no undecipherable ballots, the process of compiling the results without the help of modern technology would be an impossible task.  This is so because the incidence of honest compilation errors would make the accuracy of the results doubtful.  Furthermore, the possibility of honest errors would certainly constitute an invitation to commit dishonest errors, so as to favour some candidates preferred by the electoral officials.  It then appears that Condorcet's system was two hundred years ahead of its time and that it would not have been possible until the advent of modern technology.  But now that the technology is available there is no reason not to use it and to implement what, we propose, is the only truly democratic system possible.

      * The Voting Machine
     Then, how may we use modern technology to implement the proposed electoral system? We propose that this may be done through the use of ordinary inexpensive and ubiquitous personal computers.  Such machines may be used to facilitate the voting as well as the compilation phases of the system.  Firstly, such computers, equipped with equally inexpensive printers, may be used as voting machines to allow the people to vote and to print the ballots.  These same computers may then be used as calculators to compile the election results.  However, the two processes should not be done simultaneously, without the medium of paper ballots and by allowing the computer to compile the results while the people are voting, because this approach would be too vulnerable to fraud.  The computer could then be too easily programmed to perform "creative compilations" to favour whatever candidate the computer programmer would favour.
     We propose that the computer could be used as a voting machine which would display the list of candidates and a blank ballot on the screen (figure 1a) and where the voters may rank the candidates onto the ballot (figure 1b), through the keyboard.  The keyboard could be covered with an appropriate template to better interpret the meaning of the keys, as they apply to the current election.  The voters would also have the option of changing their minds and of revising the ranking of the candidates until they are fully satisfied.


|--------------------------------------------------------------|
|   |------------|        |----------------------------------| |
|   | CANDIDATES |        |            SAMPLE BALLOT         | |
|   |------------|        |---Â---Â------------Â-------------| |
|   |  Z.  WHITE |        |   |   |            |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|   |  X.  BROWN |        |   |   |            |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|   |  C.  BLACK |        |   |   |            |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|   |  V.  GREEN |        |   |   |            |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|   |  B.  GREY  |        |   |   |            |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|                                                              |
|              PRESS KEYS TO RANK THE CANDIDATES               |
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Figure 1a - Computer screen displaying list of candidates and blank ballot

|--------------------------------------------------------------|
|   |------------|        |----------------------------------| |
|   | CANDIDATES |        |            SAMPLE BALLOT         | |
|   |------------|        |---Â---Â------------Â-------------| |
|   |  Z.  WHITE |        |   | 1 | C.  BLACK   |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|   |  X.  BROWN |        |   | 2 | B.  GREY    |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|   |  C.  BLACK |        |   | 3 | Z.  WHITE   |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|   |  V.  GREEN |        |   | 4 | V.  GREEN   |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|   |  B.  GREY  |        |   | 5 | X.  BROWN   |             | |
|   |------------|        |---|---|------------|-------------| |
|                                                              |
|              PRESS "PRINT" TO PRODUCE BALLOT                 |
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Figure 1b - Computer screen diplaying ballot after ranking of candidates by voter

     When a voter is fully satisfied with the ballot as displayed on the screen, he may press a key to print the ballot (figure 2a).  The voter may then verify that the printed ballot is as displayed on the screen.  In the event where the ballot is not as displayed on the screen, the voter must have the option of posting handwritten changes to the ballot (figure 2b).  This would ensure against the eventuality that the machine has been programmed to produce ballots which are different from the ballots displayed on the screen.  The voter must also have the alternative of changing his mind and of amending the ballot after it has been produced.  To ensure that ballots are not amended fraudulently after they have been inserted in the ballot box, the voters must have the option of indicating on a ballot that it is correct and that it does not require corrections (figure 2c).  Such a ballot, then, must not be found to have been amended, when it is being considered during the compilation stage, else the ballot must then be deemed to be spoiled.
|----------------------------------------|
  |           SAMPLE BALLOT             |
  |---Â---Â------------Â-------------------|
  |   | 1 | C.  BLACK   |                   |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 2 | B.  GREY   |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 3 | Z.  WHITE  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 4 | V.  GREEN  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 5 | X.  BROWN  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                        |
|---|----------------------------------|
Figure  2a - Ballot printout

|----------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT               |
|---Â---Â------------Â-------------------|
|   | 1 | C.  BLACK  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 2 | B.  GREY   |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
| 4 | 3 | V.  GREEN  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
| 3 | 4 | Z.  WHITE  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 5 | X.  BROWN  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                          |
|---|------------------------------------|
Figure 2b - Ballot printout corrected

|----------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT               |
|---Â---Â------------Â-------------------|
|   | 1 | C.  BLACK  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 2 | B.  GREY   |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 3 | Z.  WHITE  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 4 | V.  GREEN  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 5 | X.  BROWN  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
| X | NO CHANGE                          |
|---|------------------------------------|
Figure 2c - Ballot printout - no change indicated
It may be the case that many voters will be intimidated by the machines in the voting booths, but it is possible to institute a voter familiarization program through the media.  In addition, machines should be available outside the voting booths so that the voters may be instructed in their use and so that they may practice with them, before entering the voting booths.

     * The Compilation Process
     If the election may be viewed as a number of two-candidate sub-elections, then the results may be compiled in a two-dimensional matrix as per figure 3a.  In this matrix, each pair of cells applicable to a given pair of candidates constitutes a sub-election and denotes the total vote in favour of each of the two candidates running in that particular sub-election.  In order to update this matrix with the data relating to a particular ballot, a second identical matrix must be used to create counts relating to this ballot alone.  Assuming that the ballot indicates that five candidates have been ranked as in figure 2a, then the matrix must be updated in four stages as follows.  Firstly, 1's are posted horizontally in favour of the preferred candidate and 0"s are posted vertically against the opponents of this candidate (figure 3b).  The same process is repeated for the second, third and fourth-ranked candidates (figures 3c, 3d, and 3e respectively).  The matrix may then be used to update the total matrix (figure 3f).  When all the ballots have been processed in this manner, the candidate, who has obtained more than half the votes in every one of his horizontal cells, is recognized as the winner, since he is preferred to every other candidate.  

       |-------------------|
       |   A G A I N S T   |
       |---Â---Â---Â---Â---|
       | Z.| X.| C.| V.| B.|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|F | Z.|XXX|   |   |   |   |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|O | X.|   |XXX|   |   |   |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|R | C.|   |   |XXX|   |   |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | V.|   |   |   |XXX|   |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | B.|   |   |   |   |XXX|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Figure 3a - Compilation matrix

       |-------------------|
       |   A G A I N S T   |
       |---Â---Â---Â---Â---|
       | Z.| X.| C.| V.| B.|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|F | Z.|XXX|   | 0 |   |   |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|O | X.|   |XXX| 0 |   |   |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|R | C.| 1 | 1 |XXX| 1 | 1 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | V.|   |   | 0 |XXX|   |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | B.|   |   | 0 |   |XXX|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Figure 3b - Compilation matrix - updated for preferred candidate C. Black

              |-------------------|
              |   A G A I N S T   |
              |---Â---Â---Â---Â---|
              | Z.| X.| C.| V.| B.|
       |--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |F | Z.|XXX|   | 0 |   | 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |O | X.|   |XXX| 0 |   | 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |R | C.| 1 | 1 |XXX| 1 | 1 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |  | V.|   |   | 0 |XXX| 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |  | B.| 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 |XXX|
       |--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Figure 3c - Compilation matrix updated for first and second preferred candidates

              |-------------------|
              |   A G A I N S T   |
              |---Â---Â---Â---Â---|
              | Z.| X.| C.| V.| B.|
       |--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |F | Z.|XXX| 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |O | X.| 0 |XXX| 0 |   | 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |R | C.| 1 | 1 |XXX| 1 | 1 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |  | V.| 0 |   | 0 |XXX| 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |  | B.| 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 |XXX|
       |--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Figure 3d - Compilation matrix -updated for first three preferred candidates

              |-------------------|
              |   A G A I N S T   |
              |---Â---Â---Â---Â---|
              | Z.| X.| C.| V.| B.|
       |--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |F | Z.|XXX| 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |O | X.| 0 |XXX| 0 | 0 | 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |R | C.| 1 | 1 |XXX| 1 | 1 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |  | V.| 0 | 1 | 0 |XXX| 0 |
       |  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
       |  | B.| 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 |XXX|
       |--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Figure 3e - Compilation matrix - update for all candidates

       |---------------------------------------|
       |             A G A I N S T             |
       |-------Â-------Â-------Â-------Â-------|
       |   Z.  |   X.  |   C.  |   V.  |   B.  |
|--|---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|F | Z.|XXXXXXX| 6 + 1 | 2 + 0 | 8 + 1 | 3 + 0 |
|  |---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|O | X.| 2 + 0 |XXXXXXX| 1 + 0 | 6 + 0 | 2 + 0 |
|  |---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|R | C.| 6 + 1 | 7 + 1 |XXXXXXX| 8 + 1 | 6 + 1 |
|  |---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|  | V.| 0 + 0 | 2 + 1 | 0 + 0 |XXXXXXX| 0 + 0 |
|  |---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|  | B.| 5 + 1 | 6 + 1 | 2 + 0 | 8 + 1 |XXXXXXX|
|--|---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
Figure 3f - Compilation matrix - summary of ballots compilation for 9 ballots

      This compilation process may be done on the same kind of inexpensive personal computers as were used to create the ballots.  The ranking shown on the ballot could be keyed into the computer in the same manner as the data was entered to create the ballot and the computer would use this data to update internal matrices.  The computer screen would display the matrices in the process of being updated, so that the progress and accuracy of the operation could be understood and verified as it is proceeding.  The compilation could be done in public with the use of video cameras and overhead video monitors that would allow the audience to see the ballots as they are being processed.  Any individual in this audience could have his own portable computer which he may use to enter the ballot data and to repeat the compilation being performed by the election official so as to verify the accuracy of the compilation that the latter is performing.
     Inasmuch as the election was conducted in more than one voting station, which are then expected to report to a common electoral headquarters, each matrix, once it has been compiled with all the ballot information, may be printed out and/or transmitted electronically to the headquarters where it will be added to a final total matrix.  Each candidate may have representatives present, in the audience, at the voting stations, and these representatives may also transmit the final total matrices to their candidate campaign headquarters, where they may be added to a final matrix that will verify the results produced by the election officials at the electoral headquarters.

     * Is the System too Complicated?
     It will certainly be argued that the system is too complicated and that the people will not understand it, much less be able to use it properly.  To this argument we may respond that the voting system is not complicated in itself but that it is the compilation process which is complicated.  Since the voters are not actively involved in the latter process, its complexity should not constitute a problem for them.
     There is nothing complicated in ranking the candidate, as must be done in the voting process and this process should be understood clearly by most people.  Nor is the use of computers to produce ballots too complicated for the vast majority of the people since it is a simpler system than is used in banking machines with which most people are familiar and which they have proven that they can use effectively.  Furthermore, the fact that the people may practice on voting machines before using them should make them even easier to use.
     A further argument, in favour of this system, is that no one has cause to claim that the system is too complicated, because they do not understand the ranking process, since the system merely allows the people to rank the candidates, but it does not compel them to do so.  Anyone may then vote for a single candidate, as they have always done in the first-past-the-post system, with which they are more familiar.  It is not simply to cater to the people that find the system too complicated that the system allows the people to vote for only one candidate, but it is for the much more fundamental reason that the voters may be indifferent to some of the candidates.  It would then be unreasonable to expect them to vote for these candidates, since that would only serve to favour some candidates who do not deserve to be favoured.  It is particularly for this reason that the voters must be allowed to rank as many or as few candidates as they please and to produce ballots as in figures 4a and 4b, showing the ranking for only one and three candidates respectively.
     But then, how may the votes be compiled for those unranked candidates? Since the voter is indifferent to these candidates, then it follows that each of these candidates should be allotted half a vote against each other (figures 4c and 4d).  This process would ensure that the total of votes between the related pairs of cells, in a matrix, are always equal to the number of voters.  This equality would serve as a further verification of the electoral compilation.  However, this process will certainly confuse some people, who will argue that the system is performing as if they had voted for those candidates for whom they are indifferent.  If this argument is prevalent and if it threatens to jeopardize the popular acceptance of the system, then it is possible to do away with the process of adding the half votes.  Then, the results of the election would be the same except that a candidate would not be elected because he has obtained more than half the votes in all of the horizontal cells applicable to him.  Rather, he would be elected because the total in the horizontal cells are greater than the total in the related vertical cells containing the votes that his opponents have garnered against him.
     (Let us mention, at this time, that it is possible to allow the voters to grant equal preference to other than the remaining candidates, and even to indicate that more than one group of candidates have equal preference within their groups, as in figure 4e.  We will not describe how such ballots may be compiled, since such a system would probably never be implemented, except within the most sophisticated societies, and that any attempt to discuss this matter, at this time, would detract from our immediate purpose, which is to propose a system which could be applied to ordinary society.)

|--------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT             |
|---Â---Â------------Â-----------------|
|   | 1 | C.  BLACK  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   |   |            |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   |   |            |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   |   |            |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   |   |            |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                        |
|---|----------------------------------|
Figure 4a - Ballot - indicating preference for only one candidate

|--------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT             |
|---Â---Â------------Â-----------------|
|   | 1 | C.  BLACK  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 2 | B.  GREY   |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 3 | Z.  WHITE  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   |   |            |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   |   |            |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                        |
|---|----------------------------------|
Figure 4b - Ballot - indicating preference for only three candidates

       |-------------------|
       |   A G A I N S T   |
       |---Â---Â---Â---Â---|
       | Z.| X.| C.| V.| B.|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|F | Z.|XXX| .5| 0 | .5| .5|
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|O | X.| .5|XXX| 0 | .5| .5|
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|R | C.| 1 | 1 |XXX| 1 | 1 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | V.| .5| .5| 0 |XXX| .5|
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | B.| .5| .5| 0 | .5|XXX|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Figure 4c - Compilation matrix - updated for ballot indicating partial ranking as in figure 4a above.

       |-------------------|
       |   A G A I N S T   |
       |---Â---Â---Â---Â---|
       | Z.| X.| C.| V.| B.|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|F | Z.|XXX| 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|O | X.| 0 |XXX| 0 | .5| 0 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|R | C.| 1 | 1 |XXX| 1 | 1 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | V.| 0 | .5| 0 |XXX| 0 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | B.| 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 |XXX|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Figure 4d - Compilation matrix - update for ballot indicating partial ranking as in figure 4b above.

|--------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT             |
|---Â---Â------------Â-----------------|
|   | 1 | C.  BLACK  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 1 | B.  GREY   |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 2 | Z.  WHITE  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 3 | V.  GREEN  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | 3 | X.  BROWN  |                 |
|---|---|------------|-----------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                        |
|---|----------------------------------|
Figure  4e - Ballot - indicating multiple equal preferences

      * The Problem of Paradoxical Results
     Having established that a candidate would be considered the preferred candidate and would deserve to be elected, if there has been more votes cast in his favour than in his opponents' favour, we may now enquire if it is possible that no candidate is preferred to every other candidate.  It is certain that two or more candidates may be preferred to every other candidate while they obtain an equal number of votes, in relation to each other.  In such a case, it is obvious that the winner should be chosen by lot.  Any selection scheme, based on some particular aspect of the election results, such as the selection of the candidate, with the greatest absolute first preference plurality, would be nothing more than a resort to the first-past-the-post electoral system and would simply invite the people to vote strategically.
     But there is a more perplexing possible logical outcome of this electoral system, which we must now consider.  It is that there is no candidate who is preferred to every other candidate and yet that a candidate may be preferred to a second candidate who is preferred to a third candidate who is preferred to the first candidate.  Thus it is possible, for example, that candidate A is preferred to candidate B who is preferred to candidate C who is preferred to candidate A.
     This kind of result is sometimes called the "Condorcet effect", because Condorcet, in the process of developing his system, had recognized the logical possibility of such a paradoxical result.
     While admitting that such a perplexing result is most unlikely, we must decide in advance what may be done if it should ever occur.  Various schemes have been proposed including the possibility of reverting to the first-past-the-post system.  This scheme must be rejected as it was in the above instance and for the same reason in that it invites the people to vote strategically.
     We propose that paradoxical results should be treated as if they were equal results.  Like equal results, they are indicative that the majority of the people have no great preference between the candidates who are preferred to one another in a circular fashion, and the winner should be determined by lot.  Of course, if there are candidates who are not part of this circle of preferences, in that every candidate in the circle is preferred to them, then such candidates must be excluded from the draw that will determine the winner.

     * "None of the Above"
     Dissatisfaction with the choice of candidates has led some people to suggest that ballots should offer a final option that allows the voters to indicate that they wish to vote for "none of the above" (NOTA).  The idea has been adopted by the Libertarian parties, who have often found it impossible to finance candidates of their own and who find that none of the candidates in the running are meeting their standards of acceptability.  The Libertarians have sometimes included the NOTA option in their own internal party elections.  However, in their application of the idea, they have grossly misunderstood its true meaning and they have come to consider "NOTA" as nothing other than one of the candidates.  This has led to the ludicrous situation where they announce, in all seriousness, for example, that Mr.  NOTA has shown third out of a field of five candidates.
     The fact, which they fail to understand, is the simple logical truth that "none of the above" is not "one of the above".  They would probably better understand the idea of "none of the above" if it was known differently as "none of the rest".  And this idea would become even clearer if they were ranking the candidates, as we are suggesting.  Then, it would be better understood that "none of the rest" means that the voters may find some candidates acceptable and the rest unacceptable.  Then, it would become clear that "none of the above" merely constitutes "a special case" of the none-of-the-rest option.  It is the special case where none are acceptable so that "the rest" means "all of them." 
     We propose that the fact that the candidates are ranked will entice more people to run and will lead to a wider choice of candidates so that there will usually be some acceptable candidate in the running and so that "none of the above" would be an unnecessary option on the ballot.  However, it may be worthwhile including the option, in case it is found useful by some voters.  But then, the option should not preclude the other option of ranking the candidates and even those candidates who are unacceptable.  This is so because some of the unacceptable candidates may be more unacceptable than the others and the voters should not be denied the right to contribute to the election of the less rather than more unacceptable candidates, merely because they have exercised their option to declare that these candidates are unacceptable.
     It is for this reason then that we propose that a voter may indicate at any time, while he is in the process of ranking the candidates, that the rest are unacceptable.  He may do so by pressing an appropriate key.  He may do so before he is finished ranking the candidates as in figure 5a, else when he is finished ranking the candidates as in figure 5b, else before ranking any candidate, if none are acceptable, as in figure 5c.  The voter may even indicate that all the candidates are unacceptable and that he has no preference for any of them, as in figure 5d.
     When compiling the results, "none of the rest" must be processed, by maintaining an "acceptability count", for each candidate, as in figures 5e and 5f.  When the ballots have all been compiled and before it is announced which candidate has obtained the majority against every other candidate, the acceptability count of this prospective winner is verified and if it is found to be less than half the total count of the ballots, then the election is declared void because the winner is unacceptable to the majority of the voters.  In such a case, it would be necessary to call a new election which, it is hoped, would see some more acceptable candidates in the running.
     The fact that the voters may indicate that some or all of the candidates are unacceptable would mean that there are never elections "by acclamation".  Even if there is only one candidate in the running, the voters should have the option of deciding whether he is acceptable or not before it is decided whether or not he is elected.

|----------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT               |
|---Â---Â------------Â-------------------|
|   | 1 | C.  BLACK  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 2 | B.  GREY   |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 3 | Z.  WHITE  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 4 | V.  GREEN  | NOT ACCEPTABLE    |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 5 | X.  BROWN  | NOT ACCEPTABLE    |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                          |
|---|------------------------------------|
Figure 5a - Ballot - All candidates 
are ranked, some are unacceptable.

|----------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT               |
|---Â---Â------------Â-------------------|
|   | 1 | C.  BLACK  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 2 | B.  GREY   |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 3 | Z.  WHITE  |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   |   | OTHERS     | NOT ACCEPTABLE    |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   |   |            |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                          |
|---|------------------------------------|
Figure 5b - Ballot - Ranked candidates are acceptable; Unranked candidates are unacceptable

|----------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT               |
|---Â---Â------------Â-------------------|
|   | 1 | C.  BLACK  | NOT ACCEPTABLE    |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 2 | B.  GREY   | NOT ACCEPTABLE    |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | 3 | Z.  WHITE  | NOT ACCEPTABLE    |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   |   |            |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   |   |            |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                          |
|---|------------------------------------|
  Figure 5c - Ballot - Some candidates are ranked none are acceptable Unranked candidates are unacceptable

|----------------------------------------|
|            SAMPLE BALLOT               |
|---Â---Â------------Â-------------------|
|   |   | NONE RANKED| NONE ACCEPTABLE   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   |   |            |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   |   |            |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   |   |            |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   |   |            |                   |
|---|---|------------|-------------------|
|   | NO CHANGE                          |
|---|------------------------------------|
  Figure 5d - Ballot - None ranked, none acceptable

       |-------------------|
       |   A G A I N S T   |
       |---Â---Â---Â---Â---|---|
       | Z.| X.| C.| V.| B.|ACC|
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|F | Z.|XXX| 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 1 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|O | X.| 0 |XXX| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|R | C.| 1 | 1 |XXX| 1 | 1 | 1 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | V.| 0 | 1 | 0 |XXX| 0 | 0 |
|  |---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|  | B.| 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 |XXX| 1 |
|--|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Figure 5e - Compilation matrix - updated for ballot showing partial acceptability as in  figure 5a above

       |---------------------------------------|
       |             A G A I N S T             |
       |-------Â-------Â-------Â-------Â-------|-------|
       |   Z.  |   X.  |   C.  |   V.  |   B.  |  ACC.  |
|--|---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|F | Z.|XXXXXXX| 6 + 1 | 2 + 0 | 8 + 1 | 3 + 0 | 6 + 1 |
|  |---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|O | X.| 2 + 0 |XXXXXXX| 1 + 0 | 6 + 0 | 2 + 0 | 4 + 0 |
|  |---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|R | C.| 6 + 1 | 7 + 1 |XXXXXXX| 8 + 1 | 6 + 1 | 8 + 1 |
|  |---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|  | V.| 0 + 0 | 2 + 1 | 0 + 0 |XXXXXXX| 0 + 0 | 1 + 0 |
|  |---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|  | B.| 5 + 1 | 6 + 1 | 2 + 0 | 8 + 1 |XXXXXXX| 8 + 1 |
|--|---|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
                               | TOTAL BALLOTS | 8 + 1 |
                               |---------------|-------|
Figure 5f - Compilation matrix - summary of ballot compilation for 9 ballots showing acceptability column


      3.  Consequences of the Proposed System
     Man-made systems, once established, have ways of taking on lives of their own and to produce consequences and results which were absolutely unpredictable.  It would be foolhardy, if we claimed to know in advance all the consequences of the proposed system.  However, it is possible to imagine a number of consequences, which should logically follow from this system.

     * On Strategic Voting
     The most important consequence of the proposed electoral system is that it would allow the people to rank the candidates in all honesty and peace, knowing that they cannot improve upon the election results by attempting to vote strategically.  And, because the people are no longer compelled to vote strategically, more candidates will be encouraged to run, knowing that they will not be ignored by strategically-minded voters.  Then, candidates, with new and different ideas, could test the popularity of these ideas, as the people express their opinion on the value of these ideas, in relation to the ideas of all the other candidates.

     * On Political Parties
     The second important consequence of the proposed electoral system, we think, would be a realignment of political power away from the political elites and away from the traditional political parties.  There would be much more independent representatives who would be elected and who would owe their allegiance to the people who have elected them rather than to the political parties.
     Yet, the greater independence of the representatives would not produce the unstable condition that is usually associated with minority governments.  This is so because these representatives would have been elected because they are preferred to all others and they will often be, as we have indicated, no one's first choices but everyone's second choices.  These representatives then will not have been elected because of their fanatical partisan allegiance, but because they were candidates of reconciliation and, as such, they will find it easier to work, with other representatives of reconciliation, to the common goal of serving the people rather than the interests of the political parties and the political elites, to whom they would otherwise owe their positions in the world of politics.

     * On Nomination Meetings [and primary elections]
     A third important consequence of the proposed electoral system is that it should do away with nomination meetings and primary elections as we know them in Canada and in the United States respectively.  This is so because the proposed system does not prevent more than one candidate, from the same party, from running in the election.  For this reason, the purpose of the nomination meetings and of the primary elections could be served directly by the elections themselves.  In fact, the purpose would be better served than it is by nomination meetings and by primary elections because it is the general population itself, and not merely the party members, who would decide which candidates are better suited for eventual election by the general population.
     The proposed electoral system, in eliminating the need for nomination meetings and primary elections, would free the parties from the threat of being hijacked by single-issue and special-purpose groups, who have now learned how to use these as means to overtake political parties and to make them serve their particular narrow goals.

     * A New Kind of Primary Elections
     Having claimed that the kind of party-oriented primary elections, as practiced in the United States, would no longer be required, we must now admit that some new kind of primary elections may now be necessary.  They may be necessary because the proposed electoral system will encourage many more people to run, and thus that the number of candidates may be so great as to make the election unmanageable.  A new type of primary elections may then be used to ensure that no more than a predetermined number of candidates (such as ten) are running in any election.  If necessary, each primary election would be one of a series of sets of primary elections where the winners of one set of elections would become the candidates in the next set of elections in the series.  There must be as many sets of elections in the series as will allow anyone, who wishes to participate, to do so.
     Of course, it may be argued that such primary elections could prevent the election of those candidates who could never win in early primary elections, since these elections have a tendency to privilege "favorite sons" but who could win in the ultimate elections where favorite sons usually give way to more broadly appealing candidates.  We do not see any way of mitigating this possibility except by allowing that more than one (perhaps two or three) candidate be declared winners in each primary election and be allowed to run in the subsequent set of primary elections.  It is also possible to allow candidates to stand-in on behalf of others and to withdraw in their favour in a later primary election.

     * Elections as Referendums
     The most important consequence of the proposed electoral system is that it would achieve what the use of referendums are supposed to achieve.  The use of referendums is ever gaining in popularity because the mediocre performance of parliaments has led many people to suggest that parliaments should be bypassed altogether and that, rather than elect representatives, the people should practice "direct democracy" through referendums, whereby each individual would vote on every issue, and whereby the majority would impose its will on every issue.
     Those who oppose the idea of referendums understand that referendums are very crude instruments which merely allow yes and no answers and which do not necessarily allow the people to obtain greater satisfaction than they do through the parliamentary system.  In fact, they may provide even less satisfaction.  This is so because, in an environment where each vote has the same weight as every other vote, and yet where the desires of the different individuals are different and even the many desires of the same individual are not equal to one another, referendums do not allow the people to do, in the political arena, what they do when they trade in the marketplace, which is to trade away that which they want least in exchange for that which they want most.
     Referendums cannot achieve what the marketplace does for economic goods and what a good political system should do, in the field of politics, which is not necessarily to gratify most of the people in all that they want, but should be to gratify the people in what they want most.  Because referendums may be answered so inarticulately, they constitute majority rule on every issue without regard for the weight of the desires of the individuals.  Referendums do not take into account the fact that a minority might have a strong desire for something while a majority might have a very weak desire for it.  As people have many desires, it is possible that the majority of the people are in fact composed of minorities, each with a different strong desire, and that the majority would be better satisfied, not by satisfying the majority on every issue but by satisfying each minority in what it wants most.
     Referendums do not even achieve what our current parliamentary electoral system achieves occasionally and haphazardly which is to allow some form of trading on political issues.  This is done when a candidate will not support what the majority wants, because he knows that their want is not so great that they are prepared to change [withhold] their votes if [that want] is not satisfied.  The same candidate may then support a minority because their want is so great that they are prepared to [choose a candidate based on that one issue] make an issue of their want.  Candidates then are often better advised to support each minority on what it desires most rather than support the majority on every issue.
     Having indicated that referendums do not correct the shortcomings of a parliament elected through our current electoral system and that such a parliament may yet be more effective than referendums in satisfying the will [desires] of the people, we are now ready to claim that the proposed electoral system would achieve all that both the current electoral system and the system of direct democracy through referendums could achieve, and more.
     We may now demonstrate that the proposed electoral system creates the equivalent of a marketplace of political satisfaction, where the people may trade what they want least to obtain what they want most.  The proposed electoral system would do so by giving every voter what may be considered as an equal "political currency", to be used to create a demand for the best possible assortments, or bundles, of political choices.
     These bundles would come in the form of independent candidates who, in seeking to be preferred by the majority of the people, rather than merely in seeking to satisfy minority constituencies, as do politicians under our current electoral system, will attempt to offer a political platform which will not necessarily seek to satisfy the majority on every issue, but which will seek to satisfy each minority in what it desires most.  Each candidate then would represent a different assortment of negotiated political settlements between the factions of society and the people would rank the various settlements represented by the different candidates, in order of preference in accordance with the ability of each of them to serve their various interests.
     The proposed system would be very different from the current party-oriented system which presupposes that the different factions of society may be represented by different parties who must be elected to negotiate the arrangements which would be supposed to satisfy the majority.  But the current system could never achieve this arrangement because the parties cannot afford to agree with each other, else they would lose their very reason to exist as separate parties.  This current system, while it pretends to lead to such an arrangement, merely serves to ensure that it never happens, as we are well aware through experience.
     The proposed system, then, would be different from the current system because, rather than encourage the candidacy of the most partisan individuals, it would discourage such candidacies in favour of the least partisan and of the most conciliatory individuals.  Then, the most favoured candidates, rather than being most different from one another in their proposed political programs, would be most alike because they would all seek to represent the most ideal negotiated agreement of mutual concessions that is possible between the greater majority of the people.  It is in this way that the election would in fact become a referendum about the best deal on the sum of the issues that are of concern to the people at election-time.

     4.  Electoral Reforms and the Constitution
     Having proposed the electoral system that would be most likely to identify the candidates best suited to represent the people in an assembly, we must now caution that electoral reforms alone will not produce the most representative assembly possible.  Many other aspects of representative government, such as the length of its term of office, the power that it may exercise and the internal procedures of its operations, will serve to make it more or less effective in representing the will of the people who have elected it.  And all of these aspects are more matters of constitution and constitutional reforms than electoral reforms.  In fact, electoral reforms themselves should only be an aspect of constitutional reforms.  
     Without discussing constitutional reforms at length, we must state the principle that the fundamental purpose of a constitution, in a truly democratic and free society, should be to do no more than to limit the power of the governments and of the politicians, and we must then draw the self-evident conclusion that a constitution, if it is to be effective, should not be created and maintained by the very same entities and people which it should control.  And, it is inasmuch as an electoral reform is a means of controlling governments and politicians, that it ought to be a constitutional matter and that it should not be the responsibility of the Parliament, as it is in our country.  In fact, it is reasonable to predict that no effective electoral reform will be possible, as long as Parliament, rather than an independent and permanent constituent assembly, is responsible for establishing and maintaining the electoral process, that will apply in Canada.  It is also reasonable to see that a genuine electoral revolution will be necessary, if any progress is to be achieved in the way of electoral reform.

     5 The Electoral Revolution
     Having described the only truly democratic electoral system possible, we may now be sure that the Canadian political establishment will recognize that it constitutes a serious threat to its power and privileges and that this establishment will do everything it its power to prevent its realization.  We have had a foretaste of this attitude with the Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing, which was created a few years ago, which spent millions of dollars in the process of producing its report and yet which was strictly mandated to seek "Charter-proof" ways to legislate limits to "third-party" involvement in the electoral process, while being forbidden to review and to make recommendations about the electoral process itself.  In other words, it was mandated to find ways to limit the political power of the people, at election-time, while forbidden from finding ways to allow the people to participate more meaningfully in the electoral process.
     But then how may we improve the electoral system, if the politicians, who must do it on behalf of the people, are determined not to do it.  We propose that there is only one way whereby it may be done which is that the people must force the hand of the political establishment.  And they may do so by the simple process of exercising their right to rank the candidates on the ballots, which they may do by inserting numbers as in figure 6a, instead of voting with a moronic "X" as in figure 6b.

       |--------------------|
       |   SAMPLE BALLOT    |
       |---------------Â----|
       |    C.  BLACK   |  3 |
       |---------------|----|
       |    B.  GREY    |  5 |
       |---------------|----|
       |    Z.  WHITE   |  1 |
       |---------------|----|
       |    V.  GREEN   |  4 |
       |---------------|----|
       |    X.  BROWN   |  2 |
       |---------------|----|
Figure 6a - Ballot - ranked candidates

       |--------------------|
       |   SAMPLE BALLOT    |
       |---------------Â----|
       |    C.  BLACK   |    |
       |---------------|----|
       |    B.  GREY    |    |
       |---------------|----|
       |    Z.  WHITE   |  X |
       |---------------|----|
       |    V.  GREEN   |    |
       |---------------|----|
       |    X.  BROWN   |    |
       |---------------|----|
Figure 6b - Ballot - single choice

      What would the Chief Electoral Officer and his staff then do? Would these agents of the political establishment then dare declare that all of these ballots are "spoiled"? Would they dare declare that only the ballots with the moronic "X" are valid ballots? We predict that they would not dare do so, and that they will at least count the first choices on the ballots as if they were moronic "X's".
     If they do so, would they then dare declare that some candidates are elected although they have only obtained a minority of the votes? Would they do so, when they dispose of all the data necessary to decide which candidates are preferred by the majority of the people? I predict that they will not be able to do so without highlighting the opposition between the political establishment and the people so that the government, that would then be elected, would be without legitimacy and could not rule effectively.  We predict that such a government would ultimately feel compelled to implement the necessary electoral reform.
     But then, what if the political establishment is so stubborn that it refuses to implement these reforms? I suggest that the Canadian people would then be justified to demand that the United Nations impose trade sanctions against Canada to compel it to adopt a democratic electoral system and to recognize the election of the candidates who are preferred by the majority of the people.
     Whether the Canadian political establishment likes it or not, this system is sure to come.  All that the Canadian government may do is to decide whether Canada is prepared to let other countries take the leadership role in this field, else whether it will assume the leadership role itself, and be an example to the world.
     In the meantime, the Canadian people, as well as any other people of the world, may help the cause of democracy along by implementing the system wherever possible, particularly when elections are held, in private organizations or at the local government level.  In this way, the advantages of the system would be tested, improved and proven in a way which would make its advent, at the national level, even more irresistible and inevitable.

